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 Why Us?

Devon Johnson
 

I'm sick of the pain
Like moths to a flame
We never make it to 
Walking with a cane 

Why us
Why George Floyd 

Why Breonna Taylor 
Why were they taken 

Maggots get rid of carcasses
And you get rid of us

We did nothing 
Yet still feeling threatened

You try to kill us 

You are the early bird
And we are the worm

When will this cycle end
Why us 

Poem explanation

"like moths to a flame we never make it to walking with a cane"- A metaphor
comparing moths going into danger blind to black people walking into danger

without really knowing anything or what's happening.

"Maggots get rid of carcasses and you get rid of us"- this is a metaphor that
compares the way maggots get rid of dead animal bodies to the way police
brutality just leaves dead black people the way they are without a proper

burial.

"We did nothing, yet feeling threatened you try to kill us"- This is imagery
showing how police brutality is usually unprovoked and how officers who

committed the crime say a weapon was drawn or they felt threatened.

 "Why us, Why George Floyd, Why Breonna Taylor, Why were they taken"- this
could be repetition because of the repeated use of why at the beginning or it
could be imagery where you can visualize and get an idea of the people who's

lives were lost to police brutality.





Poem

inspired by On a New Year’s Eve by June Jordan 
Half Truths

Half Truths don't interest me anymore
I'm sick of the “equality” talk 

 
I wanna walk into a room and not be stared at like im a fancy decoration

I wanna walk into a room and be treated like a person
 

Not be discriminated
Not be told off without words

 
Not looked at because i'm a minority
Because i'm not part of the majority 

 
I kneel and sit down

I pray to the lord
I pray to my god 

To please give us real equality 
And then they go on to to say

All lives matter 
As if to mock them 

As if to mock people who wish to be free
 

Yes all lives matter however why say that when you don't care
Don't care ‘bout us don't care ‘bout their safety

Why say that when you react if its a white man if its a white woman who gets hurt 
 

But a latino 
But a black man

But a latina
But a black woman

 
Please say all lives matter

eIf you truly believe it 
If you truly do care as much if a black man if a latino if a latina if a black woman gets hurt 

Rather than if it is a white man if it is a white woman who gets hu



Poem explanation 

Who was my poet inspiration?

The poet who had inspired me within the writing of my own poem
was June Jordan. I had chosen her because i believed i could at
least replicate some of her style and the way in which she writes

but also because i had seen and researched her in a previous
project 

What elements of the poet/poem
inspired me?

I was isnpired by June Jordans way of writing in which she usually
talks about her daily life and daily activities but can go into different
events going on and go deep into them if she wishes to. Another part

which inspired me was the layout of the poem i chose and how it
talked about its topic



Creative
Submission



Interview

Question 1: What is one thing which you believe
BLM has successfully accomplished?

Guiding question: what is BLM to you?

I think blm has been able to put a name to a cause.
When we say BLM there is an instant association with

police brutality and racial injustice.
 

Question 3: What is something that distinguishes
BLM from other social justice movements, ex the

women's right movement and others

Question 2: Do you believe that these change(s)
were good or bad based on the effect it had?

I think the changes were redundant. BLM profited off of the clash of the preexisting
racial injustices and the rise of social media. What they did was not innovative and

they didn’t move us any closer to racial justice but many of the leaders have
become rich

 

BLM felt like a movement that first the first time did not feel inclusive. It was like
the group that started blm had events that were exclusive to them and the

protests and marches that were done by civilians for the cause of racial injustice
felt separate

 

Question 4: Do you believe the BLM movement
made any mistakes? If so, what were they? 

I think their mistake was in not understanding their power and their platform. They were
given so much power and could have used that to elevate an issue using social media. It

would have been the first time that the civil rights movement used the power of the
social media platform to bring about change. But the leaders of the movement didn’t
have the stamina to stay the course once the blm hype died down. Once they weren’t
personally getting the attention they lost interest and the movement was short lived

 

Question 5: Relating to the capitol siege in 2021 and
the various peaceful protests over the course of 2020
how do you feel about the different police responses

to the events? 

I doubt there is any person of color who was alarmed by the disparities with which
the two groups were treated. It is not new behavior. police have been treating

minorities and issues related to race with bias for decades. The media highlights
these issues and sensationalizes it as if it is new but it’s simply more of the same.

 

Question 6: Do you think that BLM has
prevented police brutality?

I don’t think it has prevented police brutality. Police departments have
become more cunning with how they antagonize and terrorize black
people and other minorities because of the attention that blm has

brought to police brutality through social media. Behaviors that have
been so systematic and reinforced for so long are hard to change long
term. BLM is in its infancy with regards to being able to effect lasting

change
 

Question 7: How do you think BLM has
changed views on the police

Question 8: What are your thoughts
on police, do you think they are here

to protect and serve?Ironically I think blm had made non-minorities more aware of police
brutality and has forced white people to take a closer look at the abuse
of power with the police. For black people I think it just validated what

they have been saying for years about how police treat them
 

I personally have had some pretty positive experiences with police
however I do not think the system of police overall is to serve and
protect. The concept of police come from slavery and even then
those people were created to hunt and torture black slaves. This

dynamic has persisted throughout time.
 

Who  did i interview and why? i interviewed my advisor ms. Stewart due to my belief that she would be
more knowledgeable not only as a black woman but also as a person who has likely dived deeper into

the movement and also had more insight due to her position as a advisor having to understand us
students and issues which could likely affect us as well



interview 

Question 1
what is Black lives matter and what does it mean to you

Black lives matter is exacly as its name says and police need to treat black people the way they would 
treat someone who is white 

Question 2
Why is BLM important today

because police brutality has been going on for decades 
Question 3

 where do you think BLM will be in the next 5 to 10 years
because the laws not being inforced black people may take the law into their own hands to determine

their own justice 
Question 4

 what is it like to be black in America today
"frightening because as a mother of boys I wonder if i'll ever get the phone call"

Question5
do you believe that BLM has accomplished anything?why or why not

No because the same injustices continue to happen where black people are killed unprovoked and
black on black crime continues to happen 

Question 6
 How do you think the BLM movement could improve or grow overall

For BLM to improve one of the biggest problems to solve would be Black on Black crime as that is
something that plagues the black community other than police brutality

Question 7
how can creativity play a pivotal role in the black lives matter movement 

It can play a pivotal role because of the way murals are made all over America whenever someone's
life is taken injustly to show that the black community Is not happy and to gain more support in the

movement
question 8 

Where would America be without Black lives matter movement 
America would probably be set back many years because even though the movement hasn''t

accomplished much with there still being police brutality, it still has gained the attention of the
government on different occasions. Overall if you take that away what do you have, without some of

this support from the movement black people may be in a worse position 

 

This interview is from the perspectives of my(Devon) parents Barbara Brown and Christopher
Johnson  



Contributor Page

Devon(Me)- BLM is relevant to me because I am a mixed African American male but most
people only see me as black and because of this I've been looked at like an alien, and

descriminated against.

Emmanuel-BLM is relevant to Emmanuel   because though he is not black he is still a minority
and has been discriminated against because he is a Hispanic latino male.



Artist statement 

most of the time when I am creating the art that I love I kinda just go
in blind and don't worry too much about a reference, but with black
lives matter it was different. Growing up black you really just get a
feel of what it means to be black so with this topic had to really ask

myself what is Black Lives Matter and how do I make an art piece that
compliments this. The picture I made was really easy to make and fun

because there are many examples of Black Lives Matter art online
and I really just took all of those consistent ideas and added them

into one picture. When it comes to BLM you really want to show the
feeling so what I did was I wrote different words like respect, peace,

change, equality, etc. because this is all that we want, we just want to
be treated with respect and not as a monster.

 
I based my poem on Ocean Vuong's writing style because I really

appreciate the way a lot of emotion on top of metaphors and imagery
is used to show that something you believe in should have a lot of

passion towards it or it will feel like the topic doesn't matter. In terms
of structure, I made sure to incorporate imagery and metaphors to

show the pain and grief that many families have gone through
because of police brutality.



Artist Statement

how did you use creativity to convey your zine's main purpose and
explore your zine's question?

 

I tried to stick to a certain color palette and incorporate shapes within my pages.  These colors were
more contrasting with each other with dark white black grey and red accents which can be related to

BLM and how white people can contrast each other and yet can still coexist and work together to make
one good canvas 

I based my poem off of "On a New Years Eve" by June Jordan i incorporated the layout/design o the
poem and how it was written and also tried to connect the figurative language i used with the ones

used in the poem as well

My creative submission was a collage it incorporated various news articles at various points of BLM
and how the views have changed how it is viewed separately from other movements and the various

events which BLM has helped to solve and to give better treatment
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